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Abstract
Ž .It is traditionally assumed that impulse propagation in cardiac muscle is determined by the combination of two factors: 1 the active
Ž .properties of cardiac cell membranes and 2 the passive electrical characteristics of the network formed by cardiac cells. However,
advances made recently in the theory of generic excitable media suggest that an additional factor—the geometry of excitation wavefronts
—may play an important role. In particular, impulse propagation strongly depends on the wavefront curvature on a small spatial scale. In
the heart, excitation wavefronts have pronounced curvatures in several situations including waves initiated by small electrodes, waves
emerging from narrow tissue structures, and waves propagating around the sharp edges of anatomical obstacles or around a zone of
functional conduction block during spiral wave rotation. In this short review we consider the theoretical background relating impulse
propagation to wavefront curvature and we estimate the role of wavefront curvature in electrical stimulation, formation of conduction
block, and the dynamic behavior of spiral waves.
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1. Introduction
The mechanisms of impulse propagation in the heart
have been extensively studied for several decades both
w xtheoretically and experimentally 1–4 . It has been firmly
established that impulse propagation is dependent on two
Ž .tissue properties: 1 the passiÕe electrical properties of
cardiac muscle defined by the tissue micro-architecture,
the cell shapes, the passive membrane characteristics, and
Ž .the distribution of gap junctions, and 2 the excitable
membrane properties defined by the distribution, conduc-
tances, and kinetic characteristics of ionic channels, trans-
porters, and pumps. From the biophysical point of view,
cardiac tissue belongs to the class of so-called ‘reaction–
diffusion systems’ in which a local reaction, such as an
action potential, propagates through a medium due to the
release of stored biochemical energy. It shares important
aspects of its biophysical behavior with a variety of other
excitable systems not only of biological, but also of physi-
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w xcal and chemical origin 5 . Investigation of these systems,
first by means of mathematical modeling and subsequently
in experiments, has shown that in addition to the passive
and active properties of the medium, a third factor—the
geometry of the excitation waÕefront—contributes to wave
w xpropagation 6,7 . Particularly, the curÕature of a wave-
front may cause slowing of propagation and conduction
block. Also, wavefront curvature is important for defining
the properties of spiral waves which are responsible for
some types of cardiac tachyarrhythmias. The concept of
wavefront curvature has recently been applied to studies of
impulse conduction in cardiac muscle, provoking new
experimental and modeling work. The purpose of this short
article is to discuss the new data obtained in these studies
together with the theoretical background and to evaluate
the role of wavefront curvature in normal and abnormal
impulse propagation and in the mechanisms of re-entrant
excitation. The role of wavefront curvature in the behavior
of spiral waves will be discussed in detail.
Time for primary review 21 days.
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2. Effects of wavefront curvature on wave propagation
2.1. WaÕefront curÕature and conduction Õelocity
The basic mechanism relating wavefront curvature to
Ž .velocity of propagation u in an excitable medium is
illustrated in Fig. 1. For simplicity, the medium is assumed
to be 2-dimensional and isotropic; the effects of wavefront
curvature in 3-dimensional and in anisotropic media will
be considered later. In the case of a flat wavefront, conduc-
tion velocity is equal to the steady-state velocity in a
Ž .one-dimensional strand. The steady-state velocity u is0
solely determined by the passive and active properties of
Ž w x.excitable tissue e.g., Ref. 1 . When the excitation front is
Ž .curving outward convex , the conduction velocity is lower
than u . This is because the local excitatory current sup-0
plied by the cells at the front of a convex wave distributes
over a larger membrane area downstream. An opposite
process takes place when the excitation front is curving
Ž .inwards concave . In this case, excitatory current con-
verges in front of the propagating wave, producing a more
rapid membrane depolarization. As a result, the conduction
velocity of a concave wavefront is larger than u . The0
degree of wavefront bending is characterized by the local
Ž .curvature r which is defined as the negative reciprocal of
Ž .the local radius of curvature r :
1
rsy
r
It follows from this definition that the convex front has a
negative r, the concave front has a positive r, and rs0
for a flat front. A quantitative description of the depen-
dence of conduction velocity on curvature in a continuous
isotropic 2-dimensional excitable medium can be obtained
w xanalytically for small values of r. Zykov and Morozova 8
have shown that under such conditions the velocity is
given by the following equation:
usu qDr 1Ž .0
The coefficient D is determined by the passive properties
of the medium. For a continuous isotropic model of the
electrical structure of cardiac muscle, D is equal to
1rC S R where C is the specific membrane capaci-m v i m
tance, S is the cell surface-to-volume ratio, and R is thev i
intracellular resistivity.
Fig. 1. Effect of wavefront geometry on propagation velocity u. u0
denotes the steady-state velocity in a one-dimensional medium.
2.2. Critical curÕature and conduction block
Since conduction velocity decreases as the wavefront
curvature becomes more negative, it follows that the veloc-
Ž .ity will become zero at some critical level of r r , andc
the excitation wave will be blocked. Moreover, in the case
of a circular nucleus of excitation, propagation will not
take place if the radius of the nucleus is less than a critical
radius, r . A rough theoretical estimate of r and r canc c c
Ž .be obtained from Eq. 1 . Assuming that the linear rela-
tionship between the wavefront velocity and the curvature
is preserved at high r values, the velocity will become
zero when r and r satisfy the following equations:
u D0
r sy or r s 2Ž .c cD u0
The effects of curvature on wave propagation have been
w xextensively studied in mathematical models 6,7,9–12 .
Experimentally, they have been demonstrated in several
excitable systems including the chemical Belousov-
w xZhabotinsky reaction 13,14 and a biological system pro-
w xducing calcium waves in Xenopus laeÕis oocytes 15 .
The fact that these effects have been considered only
rarely in heart tissue until recently is explained by the
small radii at which wavefront curvature significantly af-
fects conduction. In order to estimate quantitatively the
effect of r on the conduction velocity in ventricular my-
Žocardium, we assume R to be 400 Vcm longitudinali
w x. 2direction 16 , C to be 1 mFrcm , and S to be 0.33m v
y1 w xmm 17 . Under such conditions the coefficient D is
2 Ž .approximately 0.76 cm rs. The propagation velocity u0
of the flat excitation front is approximately 50 cmrs in the
w xlongitudinal direction 16,18 . Introducing D and u into0
Ž . y1Eq. 2 yields a critical curvature r s66 cm whichc
corresponds to a critical radius of curvature r s152 mm.c
Detection of a circular nucleus of excitation of such a
small radius requires a spatial resolution of -100 mm,
which is difficult to achieve by using conventional map-
ping techniques with arrays of extracellular electrodes. It
should be noted that estimates of r and r based on Eq.c c
Ž . Ž .2 may include two types of errors: 1 the dependence of
u on r in cardiac muscle may be non-linear at high values
Ž .of r and 2 the dependence of u on r may show a
discontinuity near r and, correspondingly, conductionc
velocity may decrease to zero abruptly. The precise shape
Ž .of the function us f r in cardiac tissue is not yet known.
Examples of the dependence of u on r for several ex-
Ž .citable models Fig. 2 suggest that the true value for the
critical curvature may be somewhat smaller and the critical
Ž .radius larger than predicted by Eq. 2 .
An important factor affecting wave propagation in ven-
Ž .tricular myocardium is its 3-dimensional 3D structure.
The theory linking conduction velocity to wavefront curva-
Ž .ture according to Eq. 1 is valid for the 3D case as well.
However, the relation between the curvature and the local
radius in 3D tissue can be more complex than in 2-dimen-
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Fig. 2. Dependence of propagation velocity on wavefront curvature in
w xseveral models of excitable media. I s Noble model 86 ; II s Hramov
w xand Krinsky model; III s Gul’ko and Petrov model 69 . Reproduced
w xwith permission 8 .
Ž .sional 2D tissue. For a cylindrical wavefront which is a
3D analogue of a circular wavefront, the relationship be-
tween the curvature and the local radius is the same as in
Ž .the 2D medium rsy1rr . For a sphere with radius r
Ž .the local 3D curvature r is:3D
2
r sy 3Ž .3D r
Ž .It follows that the critical radius r in a 3D medium is 2c
times larger than r in a 2D medium. Thus, the estimatec
for r of 152 mm in isotropic 2D cardiac tissue corre-c
sponds to 300 mm in 3D tissue. This difference reflects the
fact that, for a given radius, the dissipation of excitatory
current from a spherical 3D wavefront is larger than from
the circular 2D wavefront.
2.3. Dependence of critical curÕature on actiÕe and pas-
siÕe tissue properties
Ž .Eq. 2 allows one to predict how modulation of either
passive or active tissue properties will affect the critical
curvature. It follows from this equation that the effect of a
change in membrane excitability on r is solely deter-c
mined by the change of u and can, therefore, be estimated0
from experimental measurements of u . For example, it is0
well known that conduction velocity decreases with high
excitation rates. In atrial myocardium, velocity decreases
approximately 2-fold in response to a very early premature
stimulus or during pacing at the shortest possible interval
w x Ž .19 . According to Eq. 2 , a 2-fold increase of the critical
Ž .radius r is expected in these conditions. Thisc
frequency-dependent increase of r may be particularlyc
important in tachycardias including flutter, or fibrillation.
Ž .According to Eq. 2 , cell-to-cell coupling affects rc
Ž .and r via both the conduction velocity u and thec 0
coefficient D. In a continuous uniform medium, the con-
duction velocity is inversely proportional to the square-root
of intracellular resistivity R while the coefficient D isi
inversely proportional to R . It follows that r is inverselyi c
proportional to R1r2. This dependence also allows one toi
evaluate the effect of anisotropy on critical curvature and
critical radius. Thus, a wavefront propagating in the longi-
tudinal direction has a critical radius of curvature which is
Ž .1r2R rR times smaller than the r for a wavefrontT L c
propagating in the transverse direction, where R and RT L
are axial resistivities in longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions, respectively. Also, a circle of critical radius in an
isotropic medium corresponds to an ellipse in an anisotropic
medium with the transverse axis of this ellipse shortened
Ž .1r2by the factor R rR .T L
3. Occurrence of curved wavefronts in cardiac muscle
The estimates of critical curvature given above indicate
that curvature effects are expected to become apparent in
cardiac muscle when excitation fronts have bending radii
-150–300 mm. In cardiac tissue curved wavefronts with
small radii are encountered in a variety of situations which
Ž .include: 1 centrifugal propagation from a small stimulat-
Ž .ing electrode or from a small group of pacemaker cells; 2
abrupt changes in tissue geometry with propagation emerg-
ing from small narrow strands or isthmuses into a large
mass of excitable tissue. Examples of such structures are
Purkinje–muscle junctions, insertions of accessory path-
ways into ventricular muscle in the WPW syndrome, and
probably surviving cell strands connecting regions of intact
Ž .tissue in infarcted muscle; 3 propagation of a wave
around a fixed anatomical or functional conduction block;
Ž .4 spiral wave rotation.
3.1. WaÕe propagation following point stimulation
Direct experimental evidence that wavefront curvature
affects propagation of waves initiated from small stimulat-
ing electrodes was recently obtained by Knisley and Hill
w x20 . They investigated impulse conduction in 2-dimen-
sional rims of epicardial tissue stimulated either by a
single electrode or by a linear array of electrodes as shown
in Fig. 3. Optical mapping of activation spread with a laser
scanning technique demonstrated that stimulation with a
single electrode resulted in an elliptic spread of excitation
while stimulation with a linear array produced a nearly flat
activation front. As a result of increased wavefront curva-
ture, the velocity of the elliptical propagation was on the
average 13% smaller than that of the flat wavefront. In
these measurements, the spatially averaged velocity values
were compared which underestimate the effect of steep
wavefront curvature on local conduction velocity immedi-
ately near the stimulating electrode. Nevertheless, these
data clearly demonstrate the importance of wavefront cur-
vature. Measurements of conduction velocity as a function
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Ž .Fig. 3. Effect of point stimulation versus linear stimulations on activation spread. Stimulation with a single electrode point stimulation produces a convex
Ž .excitation front. Stimulation with a line of electrodes line stimulation produces an almost flat excitation front. Numbers denote activation times in
w xmilliseconds relative to the earliest activation. Interval between isochrones is 3 ms. Reproduced with permission 20 .
of curvature at small values of r were taken to determine
Ž .the coefficient D in Eq. 1 . The mean longitudinal D
2 Ž .value was 0.47 cm rs. According to Eq. 2 this corre-
sponds to a critical radius of 92 mm.
3.1.1. WaÕefront curÕature and ‘liminal area’
The inability of excitable tissue to support propagation
of waves with curvatures higher than r suggests that ac
critical number of cells encompassed within a nucleus of
excitation with radius r must be excited to achieve ac
propagated response. A similar requirement has long been
recognized for 1D excitable strands and formulated in the
w xconcept of ‘liminal length’ 21,22 . The ‘liminal length’
was defined as the length of an excited strand segment
necessary to produce the local current required for a
propagated response. Accordingly, in a 2D tissue this
critical number of cells is characterized by a ‘liminal area’
w x23 . Although the ‘liminal area’ of impulse initiation and
a curved wavefront with a ‘critical radius’ may differ with
respect to membrane potential distribution within the ex-
cited portion of the tissue, the common features between
these processes can be used to estimate the ‘critical radius’
from the dimension of the ‘liminal area’, independently of
Ž .the parameters D and u in Eq. 2 .0
The liminal area has been calculated in a 2-dimensional
w xcomputer model by Ramza et al. 24 . They studied im-
Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Effect of the radius of a circular stimulation electrode on current threshold A and stimulus energy B . Epicardial stimulation of canine heart.
w xReproduced with permission 23,26 .
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pulse initiation produced by a point current injection in a
continuous, isotropic model described by Beeler-Reuter
w xionic kinetics 25 . The liminal area necessary to generate
sufficient inward current during stimulation was deter-
mined as a function of the maximal sodium conductance.
At a level of excitability estimated to correspond to that of
adult ventricular myocardium, the radius of the liminal
area was 200–250 mm. This compares well with the
Ž .estimates of the critical radius calculated from Eq. 2 .
Experimentally, the liminal area was estimated from mea-
surements of stimulation threshold as a function of elec-
w xtrode size by Lindemans and co-workers 23,26 . Stimula-
tion current was applied to canine epicardium via disk
electrodes with radii varying between 0.01 and 9 mm. As
illustrated in Fig. 4A, it was found that the current thresh-
old was independent of the electrode size when the disk
radius was less than 0.2 mm. However, the current thresh-
old was proportional to the electrode radius to the power
1.5 when the radius was larger than 0.4 mm. This behavior
was explained by noting that, with small electrodes, all
current passed through the liminal area and, therefore,
current density at the edge of the liminal area was indepen-
dent of the electrode size. With large electrodes, more
current had to be provided to maintain a constant stimula-
tory current density as the electrode surface area increased.
Thus, the estimated radius of the liminal area was approxi-
mately 0.3 mm. If we assume that the disk electrode
excited a semi-spherical area of cardiac tissue under the
epicardial surface, then this situation is equivalent to exci-
tation of a spherical region in a tissue filling the whole 3D
space. Therefore, the measured radius of the liminal area
can be taken as an estimate of the critical radius of
curvature. Scaled down from 3 to 2 dimensions, the esti-
mated critical radius of 300 mm in the 3D tissue corre-
sponds to 150 mm in the 2D tissue, which is close to the
other estimates of the critical radius. Lindemans and Zim-
w x w xmerman 26 and Winfree 27 also pointed out a practical
consequence of the ‘liminal area’ effect: an electrode with
a radius matching the radius of liminal area is the most
Žefficient i.e., it requires the lowest stimulation energy, as
.illustrated in Fig. 4B .
3.2. CurÕed waÕefronts at geometrical expansions
Abrupt geometrical expansions such as transitions from
narrow strands to a large volume of myocardium or narrow
isthmuses of tissue bridging two large areas of atrial or
ventricular myocardium have been implicated in the for-
mation of unidirectional conduction block and re-entry.
Examples of such structures include the Purkinje–muscle
w xjunction 28 , the junction between accessory pathways and
w xmyocardium in the WPW syndrome 29,30 , and the junc-
tion between thin cell strands surviving within an infarcted
w xmyocardium and intact tissue 31,32 . The failure of im-
pulse transmission at such structures was attributed to the
‘impedance mismatch’ between the strands and the wide
Fig. 5. Wave propagation across a narrow tissue isthmus in an isolated
Ž .ventricular preparation of sheep heart. A Map of activation spread
Ž .before an isthmus was produced. B Activation spread in the same
preparation with isthmus 2.26 mm wide. The isthmus was produced by
Ž . Ž .two tissue cuts gray zones . C Activation spread after the isthmus was
Ž .reduced to 0.88 mm. D Local conduction velocity measured across the
w xisthmus as a function of isthmus width. Reproduced with permission 36 .
tissue regions in analogy to conduction block in branching
w xaxons or cell strands 33–35 . More recently, however, a
different approach was proposed which is based on consid-
eration of the curvature of the wave front emerging from
an expansion instead of the impedance mismatch at the
w xtransitional region. Cabo et al. 36 investigated impulse
propagation across narrow isthmuses in isolated sheets of
ventricular epicardial muscle using a video-imaging tech-
nique. As shown in Fig. 5, cuts were made in the prepara-
Žtions so that only a narrow isthmus of tissue 0.9–2.2 mm
.in width bridging two large areas was left intact. The
excitation wave emerging from such an isthmus had an
Želliptical shape with a pronounced curvature panels B and
.C : the smaller the isthmus width, the higher the curvature
of the elliptical wavefront beyond the isthmus. In accor-
dance with the expected effect of increased curvature,
conduction velocity in the region immediately beyond the
isthmus decreased as the isthmus width became smaller
Ž .panel D . At the smallest isthmus shown in panel D the
conduction velocity is 19 cmrs, 42% smaller than the
Ž .velocity of the flat wave 33 cmrs . The critical radius, r ,c
was estimated from the minimal isthmus width allowing
passage of excitation waves between two large areas at
Žvarious stimulation frequencies. At long cycle lengths 200
.to 500 ms the critical width was estimated to be -1 mm
in the longitudinal direction, corresponding to r -0.5c
Ž .mm. At a short excitation interval 150 ms excitability
was reduced and the critical isthmus width increased to
Ž .1.3–2 mm critical radius 0.65–1 mm . At the maximal
Ž .frequency of stimulation 117 ms interval isthmuses with
Ž .width -2.5 mm r -1.2 mm resulted in conductionc
block.
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A similar expanding structure, consisting of a thin long
strand emerging into a large tissue area, has been recently
w xinvestigated both experimentally 37,38 and theoretically
w x39 . In computer simulations impulse propagation from a
strand into a large area failed when the strand width was
reduced below 200 mm in a 2D model or 350 mm in a 3D
model. Fig. 6 illustrates the block of impulse propagation
in the 2D model. The precise localization of the site of
conduction block was obtained from the recordings of the
Ž .excitatory inward sodium current panel C . These record-
ings demonstrate that conduction block occurred beyond
the site of geometrical expansion. A small circular nucleus
of excitation emerged into the large area. Pronounced
curvature of this nucleus imposed a large current drain on
the wavefront and excitation did not propagate further.
Experimentally, wave propagation from a narrow strand
into a large cell area has also been investigated in cell
cultures as a function of the strand width using high-reso-
w xlution optical mapping of transmembrane potential 38 . In
these studies, narrow myocyte strands emerging into a cell
monolayer were produced using a patterned-growth tech-
w xnique 40 . As in simulations, wave propagation was either
slowed or blocked when the strand width was reduced
below a critical level. The critical strand width was ap-
proximately 30 mm. This is significantly smaller than the
estimates of critical radius given above. This difference
was explained by several geometrical and electrophysio-
logical features of cell cultures: a shorter electrotonic
space constant than in the adult myocardium, electrophysi-
ological heterogeneity between the strands and the large
areas, and a gradual increase of the strand width before the
transition to the large area. When these properties were
included into the computer model, a close fit between
w xexperimental and simulated results was obtained 39 .
We would like to point out that the two approaches—the
‘wavefront curvature’ or ‘impedance mismatch’—are re-
lated to the same biophysical mechanism: namely, the
balance of electrical currents during wave propagation or
the ‘source–sink’ relationship. The approach based on
consideration of the wavefront curvature has an advantage
of being able to relate, in a simple way, conduction block
to electrophysiological parameters which can be directly
Žmeasured in experiments i.e., steady-state conduction ve-
.locity and passive tissue properties . Also, it helps to
understand the occurrence of conduction block at an isth-
Ž .mus connecting two equal i.e., symmetrical areas where
no impedance mismatch is present.
3.3. WaÕefront curÕature and propagation around sharp
obstacles
Sharp, longitudinally oriented obstacles, which may be
structural or functional in nature, are thought to play an
w ximportant role in so-called ‘anisotropic re-entry’ 41 . They
have been described in the border zone of experimental
w xinfarcts and in the aging heart 41,42 . Computer simula-
Fig. 6. Block of impulse propagation at a site of abrupt expansion from a
narrow conducting strand into a large excitable area. Two-dimensional
w xcomputer model with Luo-Rudy 43 ionic kinetics. Strand width s 175
Ž . Žmm. A Isochrone map of wave propagation with interval of 0.3 ms. B
. Ž .and C Recordings of membrane voltage V and inward sodium current
Ž .iNa at the selected points depicted in panel A. Note that the depolariza-
tion wave invaded the large area creating a small circular nucleus of
excitation. However, the excitation wave did not propagate beyond 100
w xmm from the expansion. Reproduced with permission 39 .
tions and recent experiments demonstrate that wavefront
curvature has a profound effect on wave propagation near
the sharp edges of such obstacles. Fig. 7 demonstrates
wave propagation in a computer model of an excitable
medium with a thin resistive obstacle. Ionic currents in this
w xmodel are described by the Luo-Rudy kinetics 43 with
maximal sodium conductance reduced to approximately
30% of its nominal value. As in Fig. 6, local activation is
defined by the flow of sodium inward current. The refrac-
tory state is defined by inactivation of the sodium current.
Ž .The isochronal activation map panel A demonstrates that
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w xFig. 7. Detachment of an excitation wave from the sharp edge of an unexcitable obstacle. Computer model with Luo-Rudy 43 ionic kinetics. The maximal
2 Ž . Ž .sodium conductance was reduced to 6.6 mSrcm . A Isochronal map of activation spread with an interval of 5 ms. B Snapshot of activation at the
moment marked by the asterisk in panel A. The black color shows the excited area defined by the activation of inward Naq current. The gray color shows
the area in the refractory state as defined by Naq current inactivation. Point P marks the wave tip, defined as a point where excited, refractory, and resting
Ž .states meet. The dashed line t shows the trajectory of the wave tip with the radius r .p
as the propagation wave approaches the pivoting point, it
detaches from the obstacle and describes a trajectory around
a circular area which remains in the resting state. The
detachment takes place since the critical curvature of the
wavefront prohibits an abrupt turn around the sharp edge
of the obstacle. Several electrophysiological features of
this effect are of special importance not only for charac-
terizing the process of propagation around unexcitable
obstacles but also for describing the behavior of spiral
Ž .waves in general see below . As illustrated in Fig. 7B,
Žthere is a point on the wavefront detached from the
. Ž .obstacle where 3 states—the excited state black , the
Ž . Ž .refractory state gray , and the resting state white —meet.
We define this singular point as the tip of the wavefront.
Accordingly, it is used to define the tip of a spiral wave
Ž .and to describe spiral wave rotation see below . The
Ž .radius of the pivoting trajectory r is determined by thep
critical wavefront curvature or the critical radius, r . Atc
present, the exact value of r in cardiac muscle is notp
known. The lack of detachment of a wave front from
unexcitable obstacles in cardiac muscle under normal
physiological conditions indicates that r is rather smallp
Ži.e., smaller than the spatial resolution of the mapping
techniques which amounted to several hundred microme-
. w xters in these experiments 44,45 . However, reduction of
Žtissue excitability e.g., by application of tetrodotoxin or
.by stimulation at high rates increases r and r andc p
causes detachment of wavefronts from a sharp obstacle
w x44 . Under conditions of very low excitability, the radius
of the pivoting trajectory can become larger than the
wavelength of excitation, the product of conduction veloc-
ity and refractory period. In this case, the wave may
perform a complete turn without reconnecting to the obsta-
cle and form a spiral wave. The detachment of excitation
waves from sharp obstacles and subsequent formation of
spiral waves was first described in a computer model at
w xhigh excitation rates 46 ; experimentally this has been
observed in the chemical Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction
w x w x47 and more recently in heart muscle 44 .
4. Wavefront curvature and spiral waves
One of the most remarkable examples of wave propaga-
tion in which curvature plays an important role is a spiral
wave of excitation. Spiral waves occur universally in
w xexcitable media including chemical reactions 48,49 , neu-
Ž w xral tissue depression waves in the retina 50 and cerebral
w x.cortex 51 , intracellular calcium signaling systems
Ž w x w x.Xenopus laeÕis oocytes 15 , cardiac myocytes 52 , and
w xamoebae colonies 53 . One of the most extensively stud-
Ž .ied examples is the Belousov-Zhabotinsky BZ reaction.
In this reaction, malonic acid is reversibly oxidized by
bromate in the presence of ferroin. In this process, ferroin
changes in color from red to blue and then back to red,
which allows the visual observation of the reaction. Fig.
8A shows a rotating spiral wave in a thin 2-dimensional
layer of the BZ reaction. In the center of the rotating wave
Ž .core the tip of the wave moves along a complex trajec-
tory and radiates waves into the surrounding medium.
Since the velocity of a convex wavefront cannot exceed
Ž .the speed of the flat wave u the rotating wave always0
acquires the shape of an Archimedean spiral at the periph-
ery, independently of the behaÕior of its core. Because of
this shape, rotating waves were given the name ‘spiral
waves’. Other names used in the literature include
‘vortices’ and ‘reverberators’. In some cases, the term
‘rotor’ was used to refer to the core of a spiral wave.
Important properties of spiral waves including the rota-
tion period, size, and dynamic behavior are determined by
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Ž .Fig. 8. Rotating waves in various excitable media. A Spiral wave in the
w x Ž .Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. Reproduced with permission 49 . B
Isochronal activation map of ‘leading circle’ re-entry in an isolated
w x Ž .preparation of rabbit atrial muscle. Reproduced with permission 64 . C
Spiral wave in an isolated preparation of canine epicardial muscle imaged
w xusing voltage-sensitive dye. Reproduced with permission 71 .
the wave propagation in the core where the wavefront has
a pronounced curvature. The theory of excitable waves
suggests that two factors—the wavefront curvature and the
refractory period—contribute to the period of spiral wave
w xrotation 6,10 . Mutual dependence and interaction be-
tween these parameters result in a complex behavior of
spiral waves. Because of this complexity, the understand-
ing of spiral wave dynamics relies heavily on computer
modeling. A convenient way to relate the behavior of
spiral waves with model parameters is to use cellular
automata models of cardiac excitation. In such models,
Žexcitable elements are described by 4 states excited, abso-
.lute refractory, relative refractory, and resting and the
transition from one state to another is governed by formal
w xrules 54 . One of the advantages of these models is that
integrative properties of excitable media such as excitabil-
ity and the durations of the absolute and relative refractory
periods are set as model parameters and can be modified
independently. Importantly, these models can be con-
structed to reproduce the effects of wave front curvature
on conduction velocity. Although cellular automata models
oversimplify active and passive properties of cardiac tis-
sue, they provide an easy insight into spiral wave dynam-
ics.
4.1. CurÕature and spiral waÕe dynamics
Fig. 9 demonstrates 3 different types of spiral wave
rotation in a cellular automata model of excitable medium
w x55 . As in Fig. 7, the wavefront tip is defined as the point
where 3 states—the excited, the refractory, and the resting
—are in contact with each other. Fig. 9A shows the
simplest type of spiral wave rotation when the excitability
in the model is very low. In this case, the critical radius
Ž . Ž .r and therefore the pivoting radius of the wave tip rc p
Ž .are large. By contrast, the wavelength of excitation l
Ž .given by the product of the velocity of propagation u and
w Ž .xthe refractory period R, lsu) R is small as a result of
the small u. Under these conditions the length of the
Ž .pivoting trajectory 2p r is larger than l, and thereforep
propagation of the excitation wavefront is not affected by
the refractory tail. The only constraint on the wavefront
propagation is imposed by the curvature at its tip. Because
the wavefront curvature cannot exceed the critical curva-
Ž .ture r the wave tip does not extend towards the centerc
Žof the rotation but follows a circular trajectory panel A,
.bottom . The area circumscribed by the circle is never
excited and remains at rest. In addition, there is a zone in
the resting state between the wave front and the wave tail.
In other words, the spiral wave contains a fully excitable
gap.
At a higher level of excitability, when r decreases andp
the length of the pivoting trajectory becomes comparable
Ž .with the wavelength of excitation 2p r fl , the front ofp
the excitation wave meets its own refractory tail, as shown
in Fig. 9B. As a result, the wavefront velocity decreases
and the front retreats from the refractory tail. It now
propagates in a fully recovered medium and the velocity
increases again. The alternation of wavefront acceleration
and retardation repeats itself in a complex dynamic man-
ner. Such a front–tail interaction results in a ‘meandering’
of the spiral wave tip as shown at the bottom of panel B.
The movement of the wave tip in this case follows a
cycloidal or ‘flower’ trajectory. Such a meandering move-
ment of spiral waves was observed in the BZ reaction
Fig. 9. Effect of wavefront curvature on spiral wave rotation in a cellular
automata model of an excitable medium. Upper panels show snapshots of
activation. Excited, absolute refractory, relative refractory, and resting
states are shown in black, dark gray, light gray, and white, respectively.
Ž .Lower panels show enlarged trajectories of the spiral wave tip. A
ŽCircular type of rotation in a model with large critical curvature 2p r )p
. Ž .l . B Cycloidal type of rotation in a model with intermediate level of
Ž . Ž .critical curvature lf2p r . C ‘Z’ type of rotation in a model withp
Ž . w xsmall critical curvature l)2p r . Reproduced with permission 55 .p
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w x5,56 and was extensively investigated in a variety of
w xmathematical models 6,55,57–63 .
With a further increase of wavelength relative to the
Ž .pivoting radius l)2p r the interaction between thep
wave front and the partially refractory wave tail becomes
stronger. Fig. 9C shows that, in this case, the wavefront
penetrates deeper into the wave tail and there is no fully
excitable gap. A part of the wave tip trajectory acquires a
linear shape. The linear part is formed when the tip of the
spiral wave moves along its refractory tail, which serves as
a zone of functional conduction block. At the end of the
line of the block, the wave tip performs a turn and
propagates in the opposite direction. As a result, the wave
tip trajectory is composed of the linear portion and two
circular parts at the ends of the linear portion arranged as a
letter ‘Z’, as shown in the lower part of panel C. The size
of the circular parts in such a trajectory depends on the
Ž .pivoting radius r . The length of the linear portionp
depends on the wavelength of excitation. Therefore, an
increase in the ratio lrr increases the linear part of thep
trajectory and decreases the circular part. In the extreme
case of a negligibly small r , the propagation of thep
excitation front depends only on the state of recovery in
the tissue ahead of the wavefront. Consequently, the sepa-
ration between the front and the absolute refractory tail is
determined by the driving force of the wavefront moving
within the relative refractory period. In this case the mech-
anism of spiral wave rotation is similar to the mechanism
w xpostulated in the so-called ‘leading circle’ concept 64 .
The types of spiral wave rotation described by the
cellular automata model in Fig. 9 are also observed in
computer models based on partial differential equations
Ž w xFitzHugh-Nagumo model 60 and Beeler-Reuter model
w x.61 . Fig. 10 shows trajectories of the spiral wave tip in
the FitzHugh-Nagumo model upon increasing the wave-
Ž . Ž .length of excitation l , while the pivoting radius rp
w xremains constant 60 . As in the cellular automata model
Ž .Fig. 9 , spiral wave rotation changes from circular to
cycloidal, and then to ‘Z’ type as the ratio between l and
r increases. Interestingly, the rotation of spiral waves inp
the computer simulations shown in Figs. 9 and 10 is never
stable, except for the extreme case of circular rotation
Ž . Ž .Fig. 10. Trajectories of the spiral wave tip of circular A , cycloidal B ,
Ž .and ‘Z’ types C and D of rotation in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model. Bars
w xat the bottom show relative scaling. Reproduced with permission 60 .
when the length of the pivoting trajectory is larger than l.
The strongest meandering is observed at intermediate lev-
els of the ratio lrr . Such meandering of spiral wavep
rotation has been implicated in the generation of polymor-
phic ECG’s related to cardiac arrhythmias such as torsades
w xde pointes 62,65 . With high values of lrr the linearp
zone of functional conduction block also moves, although
more slowly.
The results presented above were obtained in isotropic
models. They can be directly extended to anisotropic tissue
with continuous electrical properties. In such a case, the
effect of changing anisotropic tissue ratio is equivalent to
geometrical scaling in the transverse direction by a factor
which equals the square root of the ratio between resistivi-
ties in transverse and longitudinal directions. Introducing
anisotropy in such a way does not change the period of
w xspiral wave rotation or the duration of excitable gap 66 .
4.2. Occurrence of spiral waÕes in cardiac muscle
In the heart, spiral waves have long been implicated in
w xthe generation of cardiac arrhythmias 48,67–69 . How-
ever, the first experimental observation of rotating waves
w xin atrial muscle 70 and later mapping studies in a variety
of preparations revealed a pattern of activation spread that
Ž .differed in part from the spiral shape Fig. 8B . Thus, the
isochrone lines were only slightly bent and deviated from
the spiral shape shown in Fig. 8A. There are two possible
Ž .explanations for this discrepancy: 1 Only the central
portion of the wave near its tip was observed in a tissue
approximately 2 cm in diameter and, therefore, the spiral
Ž .shape was less prominent. 2 The spiral shape might have
been further masked by electrophysiological hetero-
geneities present in atrial muscle. However, provided that
the size of the preparation is large andror the excitation
wavelength is small, the wavefront will inevitably acquire
a spiral shape. Indeed, in preparations with short excitation
Žwavelength low excitability andror low degree of cellular
. Žcoupling , rotating waves show a distinct spiral shape Fig.
. w x8C 71 .
Ž .As described above Figs. 9 and 10 , the type of
Ž .rotation i.e., the trajectory followed by the spiral wave tip
is determined by the relation between the excitation wave-
Ž . Ž .length l and the pivoting radius r . The wavelength ofp
excitation during sustained rotation is well known and
Žamounts to approximately 3 cm a velocity of 30 cmrs
.times an absolute refractory period of 0.1 s . The value of
the pivoting radius in cardiac muscle has not been mea-
sured yet. As discussed above, it is very small at normal
excitability, perhaps in the range of several hundred mi-
crometers. Thus, l is significantly larger than the esti-
mated value of the pivoting radius in the normal case.
Therefore, for cardiac tissue in a normal state of cell-to-cell
coupling and with normal excitability, the trajectory of the
tip is expected to assume the linear or Z-type of shape
shown in Fig. 9C and 10D. This theoretical consideration
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is supported by experimental observation from mapping
experiments showing that the zone of functional conduc-
w xtion block often has a linear shape 19,72,73 . The linear
trajectory of the rotating wave tip is also seen in the work
Ž w x.of Allessie et al. Fig. 3 of Ref. 64 . Under conditions of
reduced excitability spiral waves with cycloidal or even
Ž .circular types of rotation Fig. 9A and 10A can be antici-
pated.
4.3. WaÕefront curÕature and drift of spiral waÕes
In addition to meandering in the center of a spiral wave,
spiral wave instability may involve drift due to the electro-
physiological heterogeneity of cardiac tissue. The first
experimental observation of spiral wave drift in cardiac
w xmuscle was reported by Fast and Pertsov 74 . In this
work, spiral waves were initiated in isolated 2-dimensional
preparations of rabbit ventricular epicardium. Preparations
were placed in a chamber with two compartments divided
by a thin rubber barrier. A functional heterogeneity in
refractoriness and conduction velocity was created by sep-
arate superfusion of two compartments with normal versus
quinidine-containing solutions. As shown in Fig. 11, pre-
mature stimulation from the area with the low refractori-
ness induced a conduction block at the border between the
Ž .two compartments panel A and the formation of a spiral
wave rotating in a counterclockwise direction. On subse-
Ž .quent cycles panel B the spiral wave moved along the
Žborder of heterogeneity perpendicular to the gradient of
.refractoriness and continued to drift until it died at the
Ž .border of the preparation panel C . The drift velocity
amounted to about one-fifth of the propagation velocity,
and its direction was determined by the direction of wave
rotation and the gradient of refractoriness. When a spiral
wave with a clockwise rotation was initiated, it drifted in
the opposite direction.
Due to the drift of a spiral wave, the frequency of
excitation at a given measurement site depends on the
location of this site relative to the moving spiral. This
effect is known in the theory of electromagnetic and
acoustic waves as the Doppler effect. Fig. 11D shows
excitation intervals measured during spiral wave drift at
different tissue locations. The measuring sites were dis-
tributed along the boundary of heterogeneity which deter-
mined the direction of the drift. Because of the drift, the
sites located in front of the drifting spiral wave were
excited significantly faster than the sites located behind it.
The difference in excitation intervals measured ahead of
and behind the spiral wave amounted to 30%. Drift of
spiral waves and the Doppler effect were also observed in
isolated preparations of sheep ventricular muscle imaged
w xwith an optical mapping technique 66,71 . In this case, no
artificial heterogeneity was created and the spiral wave
drift was likely to be a result of intrinsic spatial gradients
of electrophysiological properties. The Doppler effect and
the coexistence of different excitation frequencies within
Ž .Fig. 11. Drift of a spiral wave and the Doppler effect. A and B
Ž .Isochronal activation maps showing initiation A and the first rotation
Ž .cycle B of a spiral wave in an isolated preparation of epicardial muscle.
A stepwise inhomogeneity in refractory period was created by separate
superfusion of two parts of the preparation with normal and quinidine-
containing solutions. Dashed line shows the border of inhomogeneity
with smaller refractoriness in the upper part. The asterisk shows the
Ž .location of the stimulation electrode. C Trajectory of the spiral wave tip
Ž .during initiation S and 3 subsequent cycles of spiral wave rotation1
Ž . Ž .V –V . D Excitation intervals measured along the border of inhomo-1 3
Ž .geneity during spiral wave drift cycle V . Because of the drift, excita-2
tion intervals in front of the spiral wave are significantly shorter than
Ž .intervals behind the spiral wave Doppler effect . Reproduced with
w xpermission 74 .
the same preparation have been used to explain a possible
mechanism of the ECG pattern observed during arrhyth-
Ž w x.mias torsades de pointes 66,75 .
Theoretical analysis of the drift mechanism in mathe-
matical models has demonstrated that, similarly to spiral
wave meandering, the drift is strongly dependent on the
relationship between the wavelength of excitation and the
critical radius of curvature. Depending on the lrr ratio,p
two different mechanisms of spiral wave drift can be
distinguished. In one extreme situation when l is much
larger than r , spiral wave rotation is mainly determinedp
by the tissue refractory period. In this case, the drift of
spiral waves is governed by spatial gradients in refractori-
w xness 54,76 . Accordingly, in a medium with a stepwise
heterogeneity, spiral waves drift along the borders separat-
ing regions with different refractoriness as shown in Fig.
11. With an increase in r andror a decrease in l the driftp
is influenced by a new component: in addition to drifting
along the boundary, the spiral wave shifts into the region
with the larger rotation periods. In the extreme case of
2p r 4l, the spiral wave rotation is no longer affectedp
by refractoriness and the drift is governed by local gradi-
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ents in r alone. In the case of a stepwise gradient in r ,p p
the drift is directed predominantly along the border sepa-
w xrating regions with different r 77,78 , similar to the casep
of purely refractoriness-dependent drift.
4.4. Stationary spiral waÕes, anchoring effect
In many of the experimentally-induced tachycardias, the
initial transition from a normal propagation pattern during
a basic beat to a rotating pattern is caused by a premature
wave propagating through tissue with heterogeneous re-
fractoriness. According to the mechanism of spiral wave
instability described above, such waves should be unstable
due to refractoriness-dependent drift. However, mapping
experiments have shown that such waves are often stable,
w xrotating rigidly around a fixed core 41,73 . This discrep-
ancy can be explained by the stabilizing effects of small
localized discontinuities in tissue structure corresponding
w xto unexcitable obstacles 71 . Fig. 12 shows an example of
w xthe anchoring of an initially drifting spiral wave 79 .
Electrical activity in this case is represented in the form of
Ž .a time–space plot panel B where signals from all measur-
ing points were compressed into a single line which is
Ž w x .displayed as a function of time see Ref. 71 for details .
In such diagrams, a propagating wave is represented by a
narrow band and the location of the spiral wave core is
equivalent to the point of band branching. Initially the
spiral wave drifted in a downward direction as shown by
the straight line. After 8 cycles of rotation, the spiral wave
was anchored and became stationary. In most cases of
stable rotation a band of connective tissue or a small
branch of the coronary artery was identified as the site of
anchoring.
Ž . Ž .Fig. 12. Anchoring of a drifting spiral wave. A Electrocardiographic recordings showing that premature stimulation S produced polymorphic2
Ž .arrhythmic activity followed by a transition to sustained monomorphic tachycardia. B Time–space plot of activation spread obtained from video-imaging
Ž .of the fluorescence of a voltage-sensitive dye. In these plots activity from the whole image is projected onto a single direction vertical axis and displayed
as a function of time. White bands show planar wave propagation while the branching of bands indicates the presence of a spiral wave induced by S2
w xstimulation. The spiral wave drifted during the first 7 cycles and became stationary thereafter. Reproduced with permission 79 .
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The anchoring of spiral waves by unexcitable obstacles
depends on the relation between the critical radius of
Ž .curvature r and the size and shape of the obstacle. Thec
smaller the r , the stronger the interaction between thec
spiral wave tip and the obstacle. As a result, anchoring of
spiral waves is more likely to occur in conditions of
relatively high excitability. In a medium with large r ,c
Žexcitation waves tend to detach from sharp obstacles Fig.
.7 , and therefore obstacles are less likely to anchor spiral
waves.
4.5. Spiral waÕes in 3 dimensions
Representation of myocardium as a 2-dimensional ex-
citable medium is valid in a case of relatively thin myocar-
w xdial tissue such as atrial muscle 64 or a thin layer of
w xepicardium surviving after myocardial infarction 41 or
w xthe cryo-ablation procedure 80 . However, in other cases
such as a left ventricular wall, the 3-dimensional structure
of cardiac muscle must be taken into account. Analogues
of spiral waves in 3 dimensions are called ‘scroll waves’.
A spiral wave core in a 2-dimensional medium corre-
sponds to a filament in a 3-dimensional medium around
which rotation of a scroll wave occurs. The simplest case
of a scroll wave is an extension of a 2-dimensional spiral
wave into the third dimension. Provided that cardiac tissue
is homogeneous and the scroll filament is a straight line,
the behavior of such a wave is equivalent to the behavior
of a 2-dimensional spiral wave. The behavior of a scroll
wave may become different when muscle properties vary
with depth or when the scroll wave filament is bent or
twisted. The specific 3-dimensional effects related to scroll
wave rotation were quite extensively investigated in com-
puter models. A brief review of these data has been
w xpublished recently 81 . One of the interesting effects
specific to the 3-dimensional media is the unstable rotation
of scroll waves with filaments which are bent or closed
w xinto rings 82 . The mechanism for such instability relates
to the 3-dimensional wavefront curvature, which may oc-
cur even if the rotation of a corresponding 2-dimensional
spiral wave is stable and which may result in termination
of the scroll wave. Another intriguing theoretical possibil-
ity is a persistent but disordered rotation of a scroll wave
in homogenous 3-dimensional media resulting in a fibrilla-
tion-like electrical activity when projected to a surface of
w xthe medium 83 . The experimental verification of these
effects in cardiac muscle is still lacking due to the inability
to map 3-dimensional activation spread with sufficiently
high spatial resolution.
4.6. Concluding remarks
In summary, the experimental and theoretical data
available at present clearly demonstrate the importance of
the wavefront geometry in cardiac impulse propagation
and in the behavior of spiral waves. Critical wavefront
curvature contributes to a number of physiologically rele-
Ž .vant effects: 1 conduction block at structures with abrupt
Ž .tissue isthmuses or expansions; 2 dependence of stimula-
Ž .tion strength on electrode size; 3 formation of an ex-
Ž .citable gap during spiral wave rotation; 4 meandering,
drift and anchoring of spiral waves. The application of
theory based on continuous model to cardiac muscle in a
quantitative way may have limitations, especially taking
into account the fact that the estimated value of the critical
radius is comparable to the dimensions of an individual
cardiac cell. However, the fact that the value of critical
curvature predicted from the theory and from the computer
simulations in continuous models is close to the experi-
mental estimates suggests that the continuous model is a
good approximation, at least for healthy tissue. That may
be different in aging tissue and in pathological conditions
such as infarction and hypertrophy where larger disconti-
nuities in axial resistivity may be present. Another limita-
tion of the present approach is that it does not take into
account the extracellular space. It is well established that
impulse initiation and propagation in a tissue with a re-
stricted extracellular space are strongly affected by differ-
ences in the anisotropic resistivity ratio between intra- and
extracellular spaces as described by bi-domain models
w x84,85 . The extent to which these factors affect critical
curvature remains unknown.
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